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Influence of Measured Radio Map Interpolation
on Indoor Positioning Algorithms

Tomas Bravenec , Graduate Student Member, IEEE , Michael Gould , Tomas Fryza , Senior Member,
IEEE and Joaquı́n Torres-Sospedra

Abstract— Indoor positioning and navigation increasingly has be-
come popular and there are many different approaches, using
different technologies. In nearly all of the approaches the locational
accuracy depends on signal propagation characteristics of the
environment. What makes many of these approaches similar is the
requirement of creating a signal propagation Radio Map (RM) by
analysing the environment. As this is usually done on a regular grid,
the collection of Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) data at
every Reference Point (RP) of a RM is a time consuming task. With
indoor positioning being in the focus of the research community,
the reduction in time required for collection of RMs is very useful
as it allows researchers to spend more time with research instead of
data collection. In this paper we analyse the options for reducing the time required for the acquisition of RSSI information.
We approach this by collecting initial RMs of Wi-Fi signal strength using 5 ESP32 micro controllers working in monitoring
mode and placed around our office. We then analyse the influence the approximation of RSSI values in unreachable places
has, by using linear interpolation and Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) to find balance between final positioning
accuracy, computing complexity, and time requirements for the initial data collection. We conclude that the computational
requirements can be significantly lowered, while not affecting the positioning error, by using RM with a single sample per
RP generated considering many measurements.

Index Terms— Indoor Localization, Indoor Positioning, Interpolation, Radio Map, RSSI, Wi-Fi, Wireless communication

I. INTRODUCTION

CURRENTLY the use of existing wireless communication
protocols for indoor positioning and navigation is a

growing research topic. The exploitation of radio interfaces
and the signal propagation characteristics proved to be a valid
approach for Indoor Positioning System (IPS). Since every
building is different, be it due to the floor plan, furniture
placement or just anchors of the IPS being placed in different
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locations, the indoor positioning must be adapted for each
building. Regardless of technology, the interior heterogeneity
is the reason why a majority of IPSs rely on an analysis of the
environment first. This analysis can be very time consuming,
affected by the size and complexity of the environment,
required accuracy and technology employed.

A. Technologies for Indoor Positioning Systems
Indoor localization can be done using several possible wire-

less technologies ranging from Bluetooth [1]–[3], Wi-Fi [4],
Ultra-Wideband (UWB) [5], [6], ZigBee [7], [8], visible
light [9] to millimetre wave radar [10] and others employing
computer vision [11] or dead reckoning [6], [12] which can
work without depending on previously created radio infras-
tructure. Each of the technologies has its own advantages and
disadvantages. Almost every type of User Equipment (UE)
made in last decade contains a Wi-Fi interface. This, combined
with the widespread availability of Wi-Fi infrastructure, makes
Wi-Fi based IPS easy to deploy. Usage of Bluetooth Low En-
ergy (BLE) beacons requires deployment of new infrastructure,
but most UE devices are already equipped with BLE wireless
interfaces. UWB technology achieves the highest positioning
accuracy, but the hardware is not widespread at this moment,
mainly because of its higher cost [13].
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B. Approaches to Indoor Positioning & Localization
There are three main approaches to locating humans inside a

building [14], [15] using radio networks. First there is active
positioning when the UE collects and processes the data to
obtain its own location. Second and third approaches are
passive and neither device nor user do anything to obtain
their position, because the anchors analyze either the data
packets transmitted by the UE or detect changes in the radio
signal propagation. These are not the only options for indoor
positioning, because other approaches to indoor positioning do
not rely on radio networks.

1) Active Positioning: The active approach to indoor lo-
calization works by comparing Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI) of the mobile UE devices to previously
collected database of measurements known as Radio Map
(RM). Comparison to RMs is called fingerprinting, a very
popular technology for IPS [16]–[18] because Wi-Fi networks
are widely available and do not require any extra deployment
costs. The fingerprints are created by the collection of mea-
surements of RSSI at each Reference Point (RP) which is also
known as the offline phase of fingerprinting. This approach
can be extended by sensor fusion of RSSI and collection
of sensor data available to the UE [19]. Another way of
active positioning is not by using the signal strength, but by
employing range-based localization using radio information
like Time of Arrival (ToF), Time Difference of Arrival (TDoF)
and Angle of Arrival (AoA) [6], [20], which is currently
employed by UWB [21] for centimeter level positioning. The
accessibility of this information is dependent on the available
capabilities of individual UEs.

2) Passive Device-Dependent Localization: Very similar to
the active approach is passive localization that relies on users
carrying devices. In this case the positioning infrastructure
collects the data transmitted by the UE that is required for
obtaining the position. This approach works in almost the same
way as the active approach, using a previously collected map
of fingerprints.

3) Passive Device-Free Localization: A third approach uses
passive localization of users, without relying on the users
carrying any device with them. This approach is based on
observing abnormal changes in signal propagation created by
the interference of human body in the radio environment. In
this case we can observe fluctuations in RSSIs or variations
in the Channel State Information (CSI) [22]. This approach is
becoming more popular as CSI is more stable than RSSI: it
is a frequency response to the environment unlike the mere
single value of RSSI and it can also benefit from multi-path
signal propagation [23], [24].

4) Indoor positioning without Radio Networks: Other ap-
proaches such as usage of computer vision [11], or dead-
reckoning [6], [12], [25], [26] allow alternative indoor posi-
tioning. Dead-reckoning requires the initial location of the user
and then by using sensor functions of the UE it incrementally
tracks the position of the user. By combining an accelerometer,
gyroscope and magnetometer the direction, orientation and
speed of movement of the user can be obtained [27], [28].
Additionally with a barometer the movement in vertical axis
can be roughly determined [25], [29].

In this paper we focus on the passive positioning determined
by the network, assuming the users are carrying a Wi-Fi
enabled device. We chose this approach as a follow up to
our previous works [30], [31], focused on presence detection
using Wi-Fi packet sniffers. This passive with-device method
is described in Section I-B.2. We look into the localization
using only RSSI based wireless maps. The creation of RMs
have several drawbacks:

• They are very susceptible to the changes in the envi-
ronment, be it moving of furniture, Access Point (AP)
or anything else that changes the signal propagation in
the area of interest. Any change to the environment may
require recreating the RM from scratch.

• The creation of the RM can be very time consuming. The
usual approach to creating wireless maps is to collect data
at each RP, and the time required for the data collection
is very dependent on the size of the space and the density
of the RPs.

• Usability of the map of the radio environment is quite
limited, since the wireless signal propagates differently
in each environment. This makes it very difficult to reuse
the same indoor positioning system in different locations.

• Not all locations in the environment can be easily ac-
cessed for RSSI collection. This means the positioning
accuracy in these spots can suffer.

The ability to create RMs more quickly is very useful for the
research community focused on indoor positioning. Spending
less time on the measurements collection can simplify the
adaptation of IPS for new environments. The difference may
be in hours, or even days depending on the environment.

C. Contributions

As opposed to previous works, we do not focus only on the
accuracy of the interpolated RM or positioning accuracy, but
also on other aspects like:

• We created a comparison of covariance functions used
by Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) and the influence
the function have on the generated RM;

• The system uses inverted roles of transmitting/receiving
devices compared to most works found in the literature.
With the anchors receiving the RSSI signals transmitted
by the device;

• We have compared the interpolated RMs with the mea-
sured RM to provide statistical significance;

• We provide a new k selection for k-Nearest Neighbors
(kNN) use in IPS depending on the radio map features.

• We also provide the entire software pipeline ensuring
reproducibility and replicability.

In addition to the above-mentioned contributions, this work
also encompasses the entire process from data collection,
through clear presentation and selection of hyper-parameters,
using different comparison metrics and ending with the signifi-
cance testing using statistics. We consider these aspects crucial
and believe that the scientific community can build upon our
work, using it as a baseline for similar research.
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II. RELATED WORK

In majority of works related to RM interpolation, the
authors work with active positioning, in which the UE collects
information necessary for positioning that is transmitted by
beacons [32]. We focus on the inverse approach in which
we use sniffers to collect information useful for localization
transmitted by the UE. This server-side localization is not as
commonly used [33]. There has been past research interest
using server-side localization with software defined radios [34]
as well as Wi-Fi probe requests [35] for passive room occu-
pancy tracking employing RSSI triangulation. Neither one of
these works deal with the interpolation of measured data to
improve localization accuracy.

Several existing works explore the option of interpolation
and extrapolation of collected RMs. Some of these, which look
into the interpolation problematic of RMs take an approach of
simple linear interpolation, while others use more complex
methods. The authors of [36] measured RSSI values at some
of the positions and used linear interpolation and the Delaunay
(triangulation) algorithm to approximate the rest of the RM,
but they did not explore the positioning errors. Apart from
these algorithms, the authors of [37] propose to use Kriging al-
gorithm to build a fingerprint database out of sparsely collected
data. Another approach to the interpolation of RMs is the use
of signal processing graphs [38]. The use of crowdsourcing
and subsequent interpolation of acquired RMs also has been
explored [39], [40]. More complex approaches to the RM
interpolation can utilise deep learning [41]. The kNN and
Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) algorithms are also capable
of approximating missing values in RM [42]. Collection of
RMs can be improved by the use of inertial sensors for support
in the Wi-Fi RSSI location tracking [43]. The authors of [44]
also analyzed the use of linear interpolation for approximation
of RSSI values inside the convex hull made from the RPs.
Additionally, they use minimum, mean and gradients for
extrapolation past the convex hull. Apart from this process
of using 2 algorithms, they also evaluated the use of kNN and
IDW for mixed interpolation and extrapolation of RMs.

In this work we explore the influence the interpolation of
RSSI values in missing RPs has on the accuracy and compute
requirements in final positioning algorithms. There are several
prior works exploring the RM enhancements using GPR for
indoor positioning with BLE [45] and with Wi-Fi [46]–[48].
There are also works in which authors explored the use of
GPR with Wi-Fi signals for outdoor positioning in industrial
environments [49]. Unlike previously published works, we
also focus on the differences between created RMs, from the
accuracy, computing performance, and statistical significance.

III. DATASET COLLECTION

For the evaluation of the influence of RM interpolation on
both the accuracy and computational intensity of subsequent
localization algorithms, we collected baseline RM data in our
office. The office, whose floor plan is shown in Fig. 1, has
a rectangular shape with dimensions of 16.71m by 10.76m.
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Fig. 1: Floor plan of the office space of INIT department at
UJI, Spain. (S1–S5: ESP32 Sniffer locations, 1–142: Reference
Points, 143–173: Evaluation Points).

A. Data Acquisition & Format
The dataset used for the analysis of the influence of data

interpolation was collected using ESP32 micro controllers with
firmware based on the one used in our previous works [30],
[31]. The ESP32 firmware we used in the past collects Wi-Fi
management frames, specifically probe requests, and stores
them in a standardized binary packet capture file compatible
with Wireshark (network protocol analyser), Scapy (Python
package for packet manipulation) and other network traffic
analysis tools. We expanded the firmware with the ability to
collect RSSI measurements and Media Access Control (MAC)
address filtering of incoming probe requests.

To give us control over the transmission of data, we also cre-
ated a secondary firmware for probe request transmission. This
firmware, apart from the ability to send a predefined amount
of probe requests when the user presses a button, records the
time range in which all probe requests are transmitted. The
board employing this firmware was then moved around the
142 reference locations available on the floor of our office to
create a Wi-Fi radiomap of the office space. In addition to the
142 RPs, there are 31 locations in the grid we used in our
office, that are not easily accessible due to the furniture and
equipment. These locations are highlighted in Fig. 1

Additionally, to evaluate the accuracy of the interpolated
RMs, we created a small dataset with values collected in both
the inaccessible spaces as well as in between RPs of the grid.
This allows for better evaluations of locations in inaccessible
spaces as well as assessment of the influence the denser RP
grid has on positioning accuracy with RSSI values collected
in locations outside of the original grid.

The code used in the ESP32 micro controllers, for both the
passive sniffers and for the transmitter is publicly available.
More details about the availability of the code and repro-
ducibility are in Section VI.

During the data acquisition, we used 5 ESP32 micro con-
troller boards for the collection of probe requests. We chose
to use 5 to reduce the influence of RSSI fluctuations on the
signal stability by having more data. The reason for 5 sniffers,
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(a) RM with measured only data
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(b) RM with interpolated data
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(c) GPR approximation of RM

Fig. 2: Visualization of RSSI RM captured by S1 (ESP32 placement) compared with RM with interpolation of missing values
in unreachable RPs using the quickhull algorithm implementation of Python SciPy package.

is coverage of each corner of the office and last one in the
center of the room, approximately equidistant from the ESP32s
placed in the corners. During the pre-processing of the data,
the probe requests were split according to time ranges recorded
by the transmitter board. Then we used the sequence numbers
available in probe requests for measurement synchronization
between all 5 boards. From the probe requests, we only select
RSSI and we store them in Comma-Separated Values (CSV)
file format including the measurement coordinates.

B. Data Description
In the office, we emitted 50 probe requests at each RP

which were all collected by the 5 ESP32 micro controller
boards S1-S5 used for data collection. The period between
two consecutive emitted probe requests was 50ms as it is a
good compromise between too short a time period between 2
probe requests and having to spend too much time at one RP.
During the transmission, a person stood and rotated around the
RP. The reason for this was to simulate a shadow of a person
close to the UE in the radio environment and by changing
the direction the ESP32 sending probes faces, we reduced the
influence of directionality of the Wi-Fi antenna on the board.

With 142 RP easily accessible and 50 samples per RP the
dataset consists of 7100 samples. Furthermore, we took 10%
of the data (710 samples) as an evaluation split for the main
grid data. For splitting the data we used the helper function
of Python package sklearn train test split. The split and data
shuffle is reproducible using random state parameter set to 0.
To be able to evaluate the positioning accuracy in spaces we
originally did not measure samples in, we collected another 25
samples at 31 locations (see the points 143–173 highlighted in
green in Fig. 1) bound to a denser 0.5m grid excluding all the
RPs defined by the 1m grid. We collected only 25 samples for
these locations to avoid creating a bias in the evaluation set, by
having significantly more samples in the extra locations. These
775 samples extend the evaluation split of the dataset to fairly
evaluate positioning accuracy using interpolated RMs in the
hard-to-access locations unused for the RM measurement.

IV. METHODOLOGY

In the RM processing we used several algorithms to achieve
an approximation of data samples at hard-to-reach RPs and to
acquire a higher density of RPs with approximated data in
these locations. For the sake of simplicity, we will present

the visualizations only for the mean of all values of ESP32
sniffer S1. The algorithms we used for data processing are
linear interpolation and GPR.

A. Linear interpolation
Before application of more complex methods, we first

consider all measurements in a 1m grid, and we approximate
values in unreachable RPs. To achieve this, we used linear
interpolation for grid data of the Python SciPy package [50],
which uses an implementation of the quickhull algorithm [51].
The Python package SciPy contains implementation of several
algorithms, of which we use the Delaunay triangulation to
fill in the missing data for hard-to-access RPs. The RM with
only the Measured Data (MD) by the ESP32 sniffer S1 is in
Fig. 2a while the resulting RM with approximated missing
data using this interpolation technique can be seen in Fig. 2b.
In Fig. 2a and 2b the centers of the cells representing the RSSI
are matching the RPs aligned in 1m grid, while in the denser
Fig. 2c the grid is 0.5m. The X and Y axes limits of the
figures represent the boundaries of the office.

B. Gaussian Process Regression
Using Gaussian Process Regression [52], [53], we create

a model representing the radio space which allows us to get
an approximate RSSI value at any coordinates we need. This
allows us to generate a RM of signal propagation that has as
many RPs as we want.

To use GPR, the selection of covariance function is required.
Most commonly used covariance function is the Squared
Exponential (SE). In total we selected 3 covariance functions
used previously in the literature [47], the SE function, Matern
and Rational Quadratic (RQ) functions. We also used com-
pounds of these covariance functions to evaluate the influence
on the created RMs. In total we have tested 7 functions. In
addition to the 3 functions and their combinations, we have
also tested the SE function with fixed length scale parameter.
As the deciding metric, we chose the 95th percentile, as it
presents majority of prediction. From Table I we can see
the differences between positioning accuracy achievable by
RMs with different covariance functions are negligible. For
proceedings in further evaluation we chose the covariance
function SE with fixed length scale, as it provided the lowest
95th percentile in most variations of RM enhancements and in
the rest of the cases, the difference is marginal.
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TABLE I: Comparison of difference in 95th percentile of positioning accuracy employing RMs created using different covariance
functions. In bold is highlighted the best performing covariance function for each RM.

Samples

RP RM Grid SE SE Fixed Matern RQ SE+Matern SE+RQ Matern+RQ
RM [-] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m]
Measured RM 50 1.0 4.73 4.73 4.73 4.73 4.73 4.73 4.73
RM with LID 50 1.0 4.68 4.68 4.68 4.68 4.68 4.68 4.68

RM by GPR trained on MD 50 1.0 4.81 4.72 4.85 4.85 4.85 4.79 4.79
50 0.5 4.86 4.98 5.08 5.26 5.08 5.24 5.26

RM by GPR trained on LID 50 1.0 4.73 4.71 4.66 4.70 4.66 4.72 4.70
50 0.5 4.89 4.85 5.05 5.10 5.05 5.11 5.12

RM by GPR trained on Selection of LID 50 1.0 4.91 4.92 4.94 5.02 4.94 5.02 5.05
50 0.5 5.24 5.20 5.28 5.21 5.28 5.36 5.47

RM by GPR trained on MD 1 1.0 5.01 4.87 5.13 5.05 4.99 4.99 4.99
1 0.5 5.34 5.27 5.33 5.38 5.62 5.33 5.62

RM by GPR trained on LID 1 1.0 4.95 4.95 4.93 4.95 4.92 4.91 4.91
1 0.5 5.34 5.31 5.35 5.30 5.30 5.43 5.37

RM by GPR trained on Selection of LID 1 1.0 5.23 5.23 5.36 5.18 6.05 5.18 5.15
1 0.5 5.69 5.69 5.54 5.52 8.49 5.51 5.26

The collected dataset has 50 RSSI values per RP and board
(S1–S5). In our first approach, we create 50 GPR models per
board, which gives us 50 RMs, each with varying level of RSSI
in each RP, that is, the i-th RM is generated using the i-th
sample of every RP. In this manner the generated information
better mimics the RSSI fluctuations in real setups.

In the second approach, we trained only one GPR model
over all available samples, and this approach has 2 advantages:

• Every new RSSI sample is obtained considering infor-
mation from 50 real measurements. This results in lower
noise and reduced influence of outliers in the dataset.

• The total amount of samples is equal to the amount of
RPs, subsequently the compute requirements can be much
lower compared to solutions using the same distribution
but several RSSI values per RP.

Unlike the first approach, having 1 sample per position is
not ideal for minimizing the influence of RSSI fluctuations
of the Wi-Fi signal on the positioning accuracy. However, the
lower amount of reference samples can result in significantly
lower compute requirements for the final IPS.

The usage of IPS has issues in situations where we use
incomplete data, with lower accuracy around locations with
missing data points. Unlike using just linear interpolation,
GPR approximates data with a machine learning model, which
means that in short distances to the edge of the measured RM
it is possible to extrapolate the data by passing the model
coordinates that are outside of the room boundaries. The
extrapolation can be seen using the top view in Fig. 2c or
visualised in 3D in Fig. 3. Three-dimensional visualisations of
the mean output of GPR approximated RMs with 50 samples
are presented in Fig. 3 with different input data. We omitted
the visualization of GPR generated RMs using all input data
to create one GPR model, as the surface plots were almost
identical to the visualised mean in Fig. 3.

1) Using only MD: In Fig. 3a, only the MD in accessible
RP were used for the model training. In the location of the
sniffer S1, where the device is closest to the network interface
of the sniffer, the assumption is the RSSI of the tracked device
would be the highest. Using only the MD however, provides
different results showing a drop in RSSI value.

2) Using Linearly Interpolated Data (LID): The second visu-
alization of using GPR to generate denser RM is in Fig. 3b.
In this case, we included linearly interpolated RSSI values
in inaccessible places as input of the GPR. As can be seen,
around the placement of the sniffer S1, there is no longer a
drop in RSSI as is expected when the devices are in close
proximity to each other. Looking at the radio propagation
approximation further, we can see that in places further
from the sniffer the linear interpolation did not significantly
change from Fig. 3a. The similarity to merely using linear
interpolation is high, the main difference being the possibility
to extrapolate past the edges of the room. We chose to use
kNN for testing, which is known to have higher error closer
to the walls. The reason being the lack of RPs past the walls
results in more neighbours being towards the centre of the
room. Extrapolating the RMs past the boundaries of the room
allows us to battle lower accuracy at the edges of our office.

3) Using Selection of LID: To explore the ability of GPR
to reconstruct RMs, we again used RSSI values with LID
in inaccessible RPs. In this case we used the input grid of
2m, practically skipping every 2nd value on both axes. The
approximated RM is visualized in Fig. 3c and is without much
of the details present in the RM using as an input all data in
the 1m grid. i.e., the approximation is smother.

We selected point A1 (see in Fig. 1) as starting point for
the lower density grid for multiple reasons:

• When starting on the 2nd row of the grid, instead of at 5,
we loose samples at 6 points in Y axis.

• By starting with line B, instead of A we lose more points
in proximity to the sniffer locations.

• Since kNN uses k neighboring values to determine the
final result, having points around the edges of the room
can increase accuracy 1m away from the wall, which we
assume to be more likely place for user to be, rather than
staying right against the wall.

Even by starting at A1 the peak in RSSI close to the
placement of the sniffer S1 is lower in Fig. 3c in comparison
to RMs using denser input grid in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b. By
reducing the number of points in close proximity we lose even
more detail in the RM.
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(a) RM approximation created by GPR with
only MD, new RPs distributed in 0.5m grid
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(b) RM approximation created by GPR with
interpolated data at missing RPs with new
RPs distributed in 0.5m grid
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(c) GPR approximation of RM with interpo-
lated data at missing RPs, using every 2nd

RP in the interpolated data

Fig. 3: 3D visualization of RMs created using GPR out of only MD, interpolated data with approximated values in unreachable
RPs using the quickhull algorithm implementation of Python SciPy package with 1m and 2m input grid.

V. ANALYSIS & RESULTS

We analysed the influence of RM interpolation in 4 ways.
First, we will look at the changes in accuracy, then at the
evaluation speed of kNN based IPS. We follow this with a look
at the balance between the necessary time for RM gathering,
processing time and accuracy of the kNN based IPS. Finally,
we use a t-test to determine if there is a statistical difference
between the measured RM and all other RMs.

Although there are several enhanced kNN implementa-
tions, we have chosen the plain kNN. It is simple, does
not require additional hyperparameters to set and is efficient
when computing the position centroids. We have placed the
reference locations in regular grids of 1m and 0.5m, with the
reference data equally distributed over the operational area
except near the borders. In a larger operational area with an
uneven distribution of reference locations and variable density
of fingerprints, a dynamic approach would fit better [54],
[55]. Nevertheless, we evaluated other alternatives including
Weighted k-Nearest Neighbors (wkNN), Adaptive Weighted
k-Nearest Neighbors (awkNN) [54], Self-Adaptive Weighted
k-Nearest Neighbors (sawkNN) [55], Signal Tendency Index
– Weighted k-Nearest Neighbors (sti-kNN) [56] and Distance
& Feature Weighted k-Nearest Neighbors (dwfwkNN) [57] on
the measured RM, producing differences of the Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) around 1 cm to 2 cm in the best cases.

The measured RM seems to not be sensitive to the posi-
tioning method given the density of samples, the number of
devices sensing the environment and the lack of missing (not
detected) values in the dataset. In this work, we are focusing
on the data itself rather than the method, making kNN a good
choice for position estimation.

To make the accuracy comparison impartial to the selected
k, each RM will benefit from a different k value, depending on
the density of the RPs in a grid, amount of reference samples
available at each RP and a proximity to the unknown location.
Because of this we have formulated a new equation that selects
k accordingly:

k =

[(
2g

d
+ 1

)2 √
2n

]
, (1)
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Fig. 4: Comparison of RM processing on the mean positioning
accuracy of IPS depending on k of kNN algorithm.1

where [·] represents the standard rounding function, g equals to
the displacement around the central point (in our case 1m), d
presents the grid density as the distance between neighboring
RPs (in our case 1m or 0.5m), and n is the number of
reference samples per RP. Additionally, g must be a multiple
of d. Selected values of k for each RM are in Table II. The
validity of the selection, can be checked by looking at Fig. 4.
There we can see the values selected by the equation, match
with the k with which each RM achieved best mean accuracy.

A. Influence of processed RMs on positioning accuracy
For positioning accuracy evaluation of the final IPS we use

the MAE metric. To evaluate the behaviour of kNN based IPS
we measured the influence of k on the accuracy from k = 1
up to k = 250, when the improvements in achieved accuracy
diminished. The results are shown in Table II. The dependency
of the accuracy on the selected value of k for all tested RMs
are in Fig. 4. Out of the 14 RMs we can easily see a trend.
The kNN based on any of the RMs generated using GPR with
0.5m grid achieve worse accuracy than the kNN based only
on the MD. The difference is not very significant as it differs
in the worst cases by 25 cm from the MD baseline.

1Higher resolution Figures are available in the GIT repository [58].
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TABLE II: Overview of accuracy and normalized performance achieved with final IPS based on kNN.

Final IPS Input RM
Samples

RP
RM Selected kNN Reference MAE Median 75th 95th RMSE Normalized
Grid k Samples Error percentile percentile Time

[-] [m] [-] [-] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [-]
Measured RM 50 1.0 90 6390 2.32 2.12 2.92 4.68 2.62 1.00

RM with LID 50 1.0 90 7940 2.30 2.10 2.93 4.68 2.60 1.25

RM by GPR trained on MD 50 1.0 90 8800 2.37 2.17 3.07 4.74 2.68 1.38
50 0.5 250 40 800 2.39 2.16 3.12 4.94 2.73 6.52

RM by GPR trained on LID 50 1.0 90 8800 2.30 2.11 2.95 4.72 2.61 1.39
50 0.5 250 40 800 2.34 2.13 3.00 4.82 2.66 6.39

RM by GPR trained on
Selection of LID

50 1.0 90 8800 2.37 2.16 3.02 4.95 2.72 1.39
50 0.5 250 40 800 2.38 2.13 3.08 5.11 2.78 6.35

RM by GPR trained on MD 1 1.0 13 176 2.32 2.05 2.93 4.90 2.66 0.03
1 0.5 35 816 2.38 2.09 3.08 5.24 2.79 0.13

RM by GPR trained on LID 1 1.0 13 176 2.29 2.01 2.89 5.01 2.65 0.03
1 0.5 35 816 2.39 2.07 3.10 5.26 2.81 0.13

RM by GPR trained on
Selection of LID

1 1.0 13 176 2.37 2.10 3.03 5.28 2.77 0.03
1 0.5 35 816 2.46 2.04 3.26 5.58 2.96 0.13

The best accuracy was achieved by GPR generated RMs
with 1 sample per RP, trained on MD and LID. However the
accuracy started dropping with the value of k being higher
than 16. That is due to the nature of kNN with low number of
features; due to that this sensitivity to the k is only present in
kNN based on the smaller RMs. The most consistent results
were gained by using LID. The improvements in the accuracy
were not as big as using GPR generated RMs with 1 sample
per RP, but the accuracy was for every tested value of k
better than using only the MD for training the kNN model. As
expected, the lowest accuracy was achieved by using samples
collected at every 2nd RP, where the difference from the
baseline is consistently only about 10 cm worse than using
all of the MD. That decrease in accuracy can be acceptable as
the time needed to create a RM significantly decreases.

To provide more error metrics apart from MAE, we used
also median error, 75th and 95th percentile as well as Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE) metrics [59]–[64]. All of these
metrics are in Table II. To visually show the distribution of
the error, in Fig. 5 we present the Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) for each of the RMs. The figure also includes
expanded views to the median and 95th percentile. When
looking at the median, we can see that more than 50% of
evaluation values were predicted with higher accuracy using
RMs using only a single sample per RP. This trend though
does not continue and when looking at the 95th percentile, the
best results are achieved by the RM using linear interpolation,
with only measured data and RM created using GPR on LID.

Another factor of accuracy that the indoor positioning
depends on is dependency of positioning error on the distance
from the edges of the room. Due to fewer neighboring RPs,
more neighbors of kNN algorithm are further from the room
edge resulting in higher error. This we present in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a
is our baseline using only the measured data, where we see
that the error increases mostly towards the edge of the office,
while in the middle it stays relatively low. For comparison
we selected RM approximations created using GPR aligned
to a 1m grid with 50 and 1 sample per RP due to their
accuracy performance (see Figs. 6b & 6c). Interpolation does
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Fig. 5: Comparison of RM processing on the CDF of posi-
tioning error, highlighting median and 95th percentile.1

not remove large positioning errors near edges of the office
completely, but interpolated RMs provide lower errors there
in both cases. While using the RM with only one sample per
RP, the error in the rest of the room increased.

B. Compute Requirements Based on RM Complexity
To evaluate the compute performance depending on the

RM used for kNN based IPS we normalized all evaluation
run times to the baseline performance of RM created out of
only MD. We decided to use normalized times to remove the
computing hardware from the question and present relative
performance increase or decrease depending on the RM that
was used. The normalized performance results are in Table II.

The results, as expected, depend on the number of samples
in a given RM. This means the RMs with RPs spread out
in a 0.5m grid, instead of 1m grid used for collecting the
measurements, contain approximately 500% more samples.
The performance difference in these cases is unsurprisingly
much slower, as can be seen in Fig. 7. Similarly, the RM using
LID is a bit slower than the baseline. RMs created using GPR
with 1m grid contain more samples than RM created with
LID which again results in slightly slower performance.
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(a) RM by Measured Data (MD)
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(b) RM by GPR trained on LID, with 50
samples per RP in 1m grid as output
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(c) RM by GPR trained on LID, with 1
sample per RP in 1m grid as output

Fig. 6: Visualization of MAE of kNN based IPS depending on the RP.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of RM processing on relative compute
requirements of IPS based on kNN algorithm.

Following the same pattern, the RMs with just 1 sample
per RP achieve the best run time performance. Due to the
small size of such models, the time required for computation
resulted in a fraction of the time required for any RM with
50 samples per RP. Slightly worse computing performance is
achieved by the kNN models with just 1 sample per RP but
with 0.5m grid. These models do not suffer from the same
issue of the accuracy getting worse with higher values of k,
which is due to the RMs having approximately 500% more
samples, but their accuracy gets a big hit.

C. Reductions in RM Collection Time

The baseline MD with 142 RP took us 2 hours and 13
minutes to collect, without considering the time required to
mark the reference positions where to stand and broadcast the
probe requests. For a relatively small space like our office, this
is very time-consuming task and this time increases according
to the environment size. The evaluation samples from an
additional 31 RPs in about 29 minutes.

Using these collections times, we can estimate time required
to collect data in a 0.5m grid, or in 2m grid, depending on
the application needs. The comparison of the time required to
create baseline RM in our office, and approximations through
cross-multiplication for RMs with different number of RPs are
in Table III. In the table we also compare different densities
of grid size as well as collecting data in only accessible as
well as in all RP.

TABLE III: Approximation of time required for RM collection
in our office acquired using cross-multiplication.

RM type Grid RPs Approximated Time
[m] [-] [hh:mm]

Accesible RP
2.0 41 00:38
1.0 142 02:13
0.5 497 07:45

All RP
2.0 47 00:44
1.0 173 02:42
0.5 656 10:14

When it comes to the time required for collecting the data of
RM, the most time efficient method according to our research
is collecting data in a 2m grid. The accuracy of such RM is
lower than collecting RMs using the common and more precise
1m grid, but the difference in positioning error is not big
enough to make a huge difference in positioning of humans.
Such RM can be constructed with 400% fewer RPs, which
can save time. In case the application requires higher accuracy,
reducing the RP grid is not a good option.

D. Statistical Analysis of Tested RMs
We have used the two-side Paired-Sample t-test with a 5%

significance level to compare the measured RM to the RMs
employing LID and GPR in terms of positioning error. These
statistical results are reported in Table IV.

From these results, we can see that using linear interpolation
to fill in samples at missing RPs significantly improves mea-
sured data. The other 2 cases were the measured data improved
with GPR trained on the measured data expanded by linear
interpolation with both 50 and 1 sample per RP aligned in 1m
grid. For both of these cases, there is no statistical significance
as the pairwise difference between individual errors may have
a mean equal to zero. In the case of the model obtained with
the RM trained with GPR, 1 sample per RP aligned in 1m
grid, the differences in positioning error with respect to the
model training with the measured map are not statistically
conclusive, but the k-NN matching time is considerably faster.
In the remaining cases the proposed solutions are worse in
terms of positioning accuracy, being the t-test rejecting the
null hypothesis in most of cases.

VI. DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

For full reproducibility of this work, all code and scripts
are publicly available for download. The source code for
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TABLE IV: t-test and Pearson correlation results comparing the positioning error of the measured RM with others. t-test tests
the null hypothesis that the pairwise difference between the accuracy with the measured RM and each of the others has a mean
equal to zero, where h indicates whether t-test rejects (h = 1) or not (h = 0) the null hypothesis at 5% significance level.

Final IPS Input RM
Samples

RP RM Grid RM Samples t-stat α
Reject
Null (h) Correlation

[-] [m] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-]
RM with LID 50 1.0 7940 2.63 0.01 1 0.98

RM by GPR trained on MD 50 1.0 8800 −5.49 0.00 1 0.95
50 0.5 40 800 −5.32 0.00 1 0.91

RM by GPR trained on LID 50 1.0 8800 1.65 0.10 0 0.98
50 0.5 40 800 −1.98 0.05 1 0.94

RM by GPR trained on Selection of LID 50 1.0 8800 −3.15 0.00 1 0.89
50 0.5 40 800 −3.49 0.00 1 0.85

RM by GPR trained on MD 1 1.0 176 −0.19 0.85 0 0.89
1 0.5 816 −3.17 0.00 1 0.83

RM by GPR trained on LID 1 1.0 176 1.72 0.09 0 0.8
1 0.5 816 −3.51 0.00 1 0.83

RM by GPR trained on Selection of LID 1 1.0 176 −2.90 0.00 1 0.85
1 0.5 816 −5.15 0.00 1 0.77

the ESP32 firmware for transmission and collection of probe
requests including radiotap information is available from the
GitLab repository [58] under the Public Domain licence. The
repository also includes Python scripts for data pre-processing
and analysis. The collected dataset is also publicly available
for the scientific community and is published on Zenodo [65].

The firmware was written for the ESP32-CAM board, due to
the onboard SD card slot and compact size. There are several
changes that may be necessary to the firmware, in case the
deployment board is different, as the SD card slot can use
either an internal SDMMC peripheral or SPI communication
bus. This depends on the specific board (ESP32-CAM uses
an SDMMC peripheral). Changes to the firmware are also
necessary to the config.h of both firmwares, specifically to
set Service Set Identifier (SSID) and password of available
Wi-Fi network in the deployment location. Furthermore, there
is a need to update the MAC address filter in sniffer.c to
correspond to the MAC address of the device transmitting the
probe requests, be it UE or another ESP32 with probe request
sender firmware.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we gathered Wi-Fi RM of our office using
ESP32 micro controllers and analysed the influence the ap-
proximation of missing samples of the RM has on the accuracy
of kNN based IPS. We tested the approximation of samples
at missing RP using linear interpolation and GPR algorithms.
Even though we focused on server-side positioning, this ap-
proach for enhancing RMs can be used in active positioning as
well. From our testing we conclude that the benefits of using
interpolated RMs depend on selected processing. Interpolation
of RM can increase compute performance or reduce the time
required for data collection, while preserving accuracy. For
instance, in RM by GPR trained on Selection of LID, the
collection time quartered (distance between surveyed points
is doubled) but the accuracy with respect to the Measured RM
only dropped 5 cm (MAE and 11 cm (75th Perc. & RMSE).

RM with missing samples in hard to access spaces can be
completed by using interpolation algorithms. From our testing

the most stable performance in the positioning accuracy of the
indoor positioning was using linear interpolation of data for
RM creation. This approach provided consistently improved
accuracy over the measured RM, regardless of the chosen
value of k in kNN algorithm. The difference in accuracy
though is not high and is in the cm range. Due to more
samples, using this RM was slower by 25%, compared to our
baseline with just measured data. The reason for the slowdown
is due to the interpolated RM containing more samples and
for kNN the computational complexity grows with the amount
of reference samples.

Regarding the accuracy, for the RMs created by GPR, with
1 sample per RP aligned in 1m grid, the positioning error
with respect to the measured RM is not statistically conclusive,
however the compute requirements of kNN algorithm are sig-
nificantly lower. The RM created by using linear interpolation
significantly improved measured data and for the cost of higher
compute requirements performed consistently better than using
just measured data.

In our future work we plan to further focus on the server-
side positioning of users. We will further explore possibilities
of passive with-device tracking using Wi-Fi and the privacy
implications that come with such systems.

LIST OF ACRONYMS
AP Access Point
AoA Angle of Arrival
awkNN Adaptive Weighted k-Nearest Neighbors
BLE Bluetooth Low Energy
CDF Cumulative Distribution Function
CSI Channel State Information
CSV Comma-Separated Values
dwfwkNN Distance & Feature Weighted k-Nearest Neighbors
GPR Gaussian Process Regression
IDW Inverse Distance Weighting
kNN k-Nearest Neighbors
LID Linearly Interpolated Data
MD Measured Data
MAC Media Access Control
MAE Mean Absolute Error
IPS Indoor Positioning System
RM Radio Map
RMSE Root Mean Squared Error
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RP Reference Point
RQ Rational Quadratic
RSSI Received Signal Strength Indicator
sawkNN Self-Adaptive Weighted k-Nearest Neighbors
sti-kNN Signal Tendency Index – Weighted k-Nearest Neighbors
SE Squared Exponential
SSID Service Set Identifier
ToF Time of Arrival
TDoF Time Difference of Arrival
UE User Equipment
UWB Ultra-Wideband
wkNN Weighted k-Nearest Neighbors
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